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Abstract: Demonetisation means withdrawing or stopping a currency denomination of its status as a legal tender. Demonetisation refers, therefore, to the process of deciding that certain coins and banknotes can no longer be exchanged for goods and services. There are multipurpose reasons to demonetise their local units of currency. Some reasons include to curbing corruption, Blackmoney, Eliminating counterfeit currency and terrorism funding. Alongside, the move aimed at the promotion of cash less economy mainly through digitisation. The process of demonetisation includes either introducing new notes of the same currency or completely replacing old currency with new currency. Indian government formally announced of demonetisation of highly currency denomination notes of Rs.500 and Rs.1000 worth nearly 15.4 trillion, constituting about 87% of the currency in circulation, formally took place on November 8 2016. As the rest of country remains in a turmoil due the demonetisation but people in kashmir have accepted the move without any panic. the people in kashmir choosing to deposit money in banks after the eruption of militancy in the valley, PDP-BJP coalition government has revealed in the Economic survey report 2016.
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